
Th e template can be downloaded 
from www.corokitty.wordpress.
com. It can be printed to 4 8.5 x 11 
sheet sand glued to plywood for 
easy cutting.

If placed appropriately one sheet of 
plywood can make up to 9 corokitty 
shelters. (Th e graphic below shows 
4.5 on a 4’ x 4’ sheet)

Use a jigsaw to cut out the shape.
A 3/16” gap should be cut between 
the inner and outer piece.

outer shell

inner shell

created by bending the 
Coroplast over the frame

created by bending the 
Coroplast in the frame

corokitty
Th e Corokitty design is based on taking a piece of plywood, or 
other thin solid material, and cutting a form that will accept a 
Coroplast shell.

Th e shape and size can be altered to suite, but it is based on a 
pattern that allows for two shelters to be made from 1 4’ x 8’ sheet 
of Coroplast.

(Coroplast can be purchased at Allied or Regal plastics)

Tools:

Materials:

2 - 18” x 16” plywood
1 - 24” x 42 3/4” Coroplast sheet
1 - 24” x 52” Coroplast sheet

jigsaw x-axto or box cutter



Th e outer sheet of Coroplast is 24” x 52”. 

outside Coroplast

inside Coroplast
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5 Fold sides of the inner wall 

together and place into  form. 

Use the indentions (teeth) to 

help get the Coroplast in.

5 With the Coroplast in pull up on 

the wood piece and snap the top 

hole into the hook. Repeat for 

second wood piece.

inside Coroplast



1
Roll the two pieces forward

 

making sure to connect with

 

each slot.

2

3 Roll second leg into 

sheet grabbing the 

sheet’s end.

Roll second leg into sheet

grabbing the sheet’s end.
4

Caution: Th e Coroplast will spring back if it 
slips while you’re rolling it. If this happens the 
wood may go with it.

outside Coroplast


